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The Story of Kodak Ektra 
COMP ARA TIVEL Y few years ago, your interest in a new cam' 
era would almost certainly have been limited to simply the size of its 
pictures, the range of its lens and shutter, and its cost. Because, 
unless you were one of the then quite few advanced photographers, 
all you wanted was to be able to get what were considered good 
pictures of your family, travels, and other personal activities. 

Today, because of the many developments in photography, 
it is impossible to define your own particular interest in picture 
making. It may be in advanced pictorial work or straight docu, 
mentary photography ... in scientific work in the laboratory or 
beautiful fulkolor transparencies ... in microfilming or in fast 
action shots ... or, in getting good pictures of personal subjects. 

We do know, however, that whichever of these applications 
is your own photographic activity, you are interested in contem' 
porary photography ... and in the finest equipment available for 
your own picture making. We believe then that you will be inter' 
ested in this story of the Kodak Ektra. 

With the recent wide extensions of photography into industry , 
science, medicine, color, and pictorial art, there has been an increas' 
ing demand for a new camera that would match the many definite 

improvements that have been 
made in enlarging equipment, 
papers, films, processing technics 
... a camera that would incorpo' 
rate, integrally, a number of sup' 
plementary features and refine' 
ments which have demonstrated 
their importance in miniature pho' 
tography . . . and a camera that 
would capitalize the range of spe' 
cialized negative emulsions now 
available, with their higher speed, 
microscopically fine grain, sensi, 
tivity to infrared radiations, and 
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ability to reproduce full color. 
To meet this new call for 

finer and finer photographic appa' 
ratus, the Kodak organization has 
introduced a precision production 
technic on a scale new to photo' 
graphic manufacturing. This tech, 
nic combines two complementing 
elements: the work of craftsmen 
of such caliber that their manual 
operations are the result of thor' 
ough knowledge of mathematics, 
engineering, and materials- plus 
the almost incredible accuracy of 
modern precision machines and 
machine tools. Eliminating both 
the narrower scope possible with machine production, and the 
variation inevitable in individual handcraftsmanship, this new 
technic logically combines the valuable features of both methods 
to produce results of a standard not previously possible. First 
result of this technic was the famous Cinc,Kodak Special, which 
set a new high standard in the amateur motion'picture camera field. 

And now the Kodak Ektra .. . 

You, your fellow advanced photographers, and contemporary 
photography generally, wrote the Ektra's specifications. Such a 
camera should have, first, a system of related interchangeable 
lenses, and an integral, accurate method of determining the field of 
view as it varied with the different lenses. The lenses themselves 
should incorporate the latest advances in optical design, materials, 
and processes, and be superior to any existing lenses. With such 
wide,aperture lenses, there was need for a coupled range finder 
that would be critically accurate and usable under a wide range 
of conditions. This interchangeability of lenses implied a focal 
plane shutter- if possible, more accurate and dependable in per' 
formance than earlier ones. Furthermore, interchangeable lenses 
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that would be practical from the standpoints of weight, si~e, use, 
and cost indicated a small negative si~e, as did the number of sup' 
plementary features that were desirable as integral parts of the 
camera rather than as accessories. Final choice rested on the 35'mm. 
film width and the 24 x 36'mm. format, because of the wide range 
of emulsions available for this si~e, widespread standardi~ation on 
the convenient 2 x 2,inch projection slides it makes possible, 
similar standardi~ation in projectors, and convenient accommoda, 
tion in precision enlarging equipment. 

The number of these speciali~ed negative emulsions- in both 
black and white and color- as well as the different types of pic, 
tures and different conditions under which successive groups of 
pictures are made- indicated some practical and safe means of 
changing quickly from one emulsion to another. 

An achievement of cooperative planning, design, and manufacture 

Once these determining factors were evaluated and inter' 
preted into practicability, experts went to work to put them into 
tangible form. Lens scientists, camera designers, mechanical engi' 
neers, authorities in range,finder and view,finder optics, production 
engineers cogni~ant of the possibilities of new precision manufac' 
turing ... these and many others started "from scratch" to develop 

the camera specified. Working in 
closest cooperation with one an' 
other, they also coordinated their 
efforts with the activities of divi, 
sions producing the films, acces' 
sories, enlargers used in contem' 
porary advanced photography. 
This coordination was a prerequi' 
site because of the extreme preci' 
sion and wide scope determined 
upon ... because of the intimate 
interrelationship of the complex 
mechanisms required . . . because 
of the interdependence necessary 
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as between the camera proper and its lenses, films, and accessories, 
to achieve the results specified for the camera. 

The Eastman Kodak Company presents Kodak Ektra in the 
confident belief that it is, without reservation, the world's most 
distinguished camera. Unequalled in the quality and scope of its 
lenses ... the performance of its shutter ... the perfection of its 
film system .. . the adaptability contributed by its interchangeable 
backs ... the efficiency of its coupled range finder ... the conven
ience and precision of its variable-power view finder, the Ektra 
can produce finer results, throughout a wider range, than any other 
existing camera. You are invited to see it, and to inspect it, at your 
Kodak dealer's. 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 
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Which Distinguish Kodak Ektra 
IN the following pages of this book, there are detailed descriptions of the Ektra's 
component parts and their functions. Here, in these two diagrams of the front 
and back of the Ektra, most of the visible features are indicated and identified~ 
an over-all guide to the camera's sights, scales, knobs, rings, locks, and dials . These 
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diagrams may make the Ektra seem complicated to those unfamiliar with precision 
cameras, but the advanced photographer will realize at once that it is this com
bination of features and controls that makes the Ektra the world's most distin
guished camera. 

H owever, in general picture making, the Ektra user simply checks his focus 
with the range finder, sets his shutter speed and lens aperture, and shoots. T wo 
strokes of the dual-purpose lever automatically advance the film and wind the 
shutter, and the Ektra is ready for the next picture. T he many other features are 
available for use as required. 

Instantane ou s 

shutter- speed 
setting knob 

and s cal e 
Shutter-re lea se 

plunger 

Interchangeable 
mogazin e back 

(outlined in white) 

Range-finder 
sight 
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ex po sure record 

Tripod socket 

Lens-locking 
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Lenses for Kodak Ektra 
SINCE the scope of any camera and t he quality of the pictures it makes depend 
in the last analysis upon its lens equipment, no feature of the Kodak Ektra is of 
greater importance than its specia l group of Ektars. Aside from the high over-all 
quality indicated by their name, these lenses provide great optical adaptability, 
precision interchangeability, unique structural and operating advantages, and, in 
the case of the f/1.9, ul tra-speed . 

A range of superh new lenses 

A s is true of the rest of the camera, the lenses are entirely new- in formula, 
111 mounting, and in many aspects of their focusing and general use. All were 
computed and designed specifica lly as component parts of the Ektra, and as 
members of a group of lenses whose combined ranges would complement each 
other in a wide, related series of magnifications. Kodak lens scientists, working 
with the designers of the camera proper, took into account not only the negative 
size and other specifications, but also the means for effectively coordinating the 
lenses with both the range-finder and view-finder syste111s. And these lens 
designers, and the craftsmen who executed their designs , had constantly before 
them the standards of accuracy, workmanship , and performance specified for the 
camera as a whole. 

The resulting family of Kodak Ektars challenges comparison with any other 
group of lenses. Their design embodies to a high degree all of the corrections 
essential for fine photography, and especially important for precision miniature 
work. Because of the growing importance of full-color photography, particular 
attention has been given to both lateral and longitudinal color correction. * 

Surface treatment 

The inner surfaces of the lenses are 
treated by a coating process that improves 
the clarity and brilliance of the negatives 
obtained . This surface-coating process, 
forms of which have been widely pub
licized, reduces reflections from the sur-

*The fault known as "lateral color," or chromatic 

difference of magnifica tion, results in objectionable 
color fringes along the edges of a color picture. 
"Longitudinal color," caused by the registering of 
differen t colors in planes other than the true focal 
plane, results in fuzziness. Lenses for the Ektra 
have excellent correction for both of these fau lts. 
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113.5 
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1/3.8 

153-millimeter 
1/4.5 

faces of the lens elements, thereby increasing the efficiency with which light is 
transmitted to the negative material. The chief advantages are the superior 
contrast obtained in black-and-white negatives, greater color purity in fulkolor 
pictures, lessened danger of flare in pictures taken against the light, and reduction 
of the intensity of the "ghost" images sometimes apparent when strong lights 
are included in the picture. 

Precision mounting 

Contributing extensively to the quality of these Kodak Ektar lenses is the 
excellence of their mounting. After the lens elements are accurately assembled, 
the complete assemblies are critically positioned in the mounts, and the lenses 
are prefocused by what is probably the most precise and scientific method to be 
found anywhere in lens manufacture . Inside the mounts are carefully calculated 
corrugations or "baffle rings" which, by trapping non-image-forming light enter
ing the lens, give added contrast and prevent flare spots. The elements of the 
mounts themselves are held to extremely close manufacturing tolerances, and all 
bearings are especially designed for smooth, positive operation of focusing and 
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diaphragm controls. The precision of the mounts assures optimum performance 
of the functions for which each Ektar lens was designed. 

Interchangeability and operation 

The design of the lens mounts is such as to permit quick, precise inter
changeability and positive coupling with the range-fi nder system. A red dot at 
the top of the lens-seat sleeve, and a wide key slot at the bottom, serve as quick 
guides to accurate positioning on the camera. When one of the lenses is fully 
screwed into place, an automatic lock grips it and holds it immovable. It can 
then be unscrewed only by first disengaging the lock plunger. Once in position, 
the lens automatically interlocks with the driving member of the range finder 
mechanism for critical automatic focusing. A large, milled ring on the mount 
facilitates rapid preliminary focusing, and the final precise adjustment is made 
by means of the small focusing knob. Located on the front of the camera, and 
convenient to the left hand, this knob permits using the same finger movements 
in focusing any of the lenses except those of the greatest focal lengths. 

The fh3 35-mm., f/3.5 50-mm., and f/1.9 50-mm. lenses have two-phase 
focusing scales-a de luxe feature found elsewhere only on the accessory lenses 
for 16-mm. Ci!1(~-Kodaks . Normal focusing extends from infinity to 3 Yo feet . But 
drawing out a latch at the side of the mount releases the focusing sleeve for 
movement beyond the limit of the normal scale, and into a secondary scale 
engraved in red. This scale extends the ranges to distances as short as one foot. 
The range finder does not operate at short distances, but correct focus can be 
rapidly and accurately determined by measurement from a red focal-plane index 
mark atop the camera, or with the aid of the accessory ground-glass back. The 
135-mm. lens focuses down to -+ feet, the 153-mm. lens to )" feet. 

All lens barrels carry the usual 
diaphragm scale, and also a depth-offield 
scale. The latter adjoins the distance 
markings, and when the camera has been 
focused the depth of the fie ld at the 
selected diaphragm opening is imme
diately apparent to left and right of the 
distance index mark. Near this mark is a 
small red dot. Positioned to take into 
account the plane in which infrared rays 
come to a focus, it is used instead of the 
regular index mark when making pictures 
on infrared film. All of the scales, and 
the infrared index as well, are visible 
from above the camera, so that any of 
them can be seen at a glance. 
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Uses of the Ektar lenses 

Of the six lenses now ready, the 50-mm. Ektar f/I.9 and 50-mm. Ektar flvf 
will no doubt find tbe widest use, since tbeir normal focallengtb and large aper
tures meet the requirements of a great range of pbotography. In tbe matter of 
speed tbe f/ I.9 naturally bas a tremendous advantage, being about 3 Yo times as 
fast as tbe fh.5. The 35-mm. Ektar fh.3 is a fine, fast lens tbat serves outstand
ingly when a wide angle of view is desired. The 90-mm. Ektar fh.), with its 
moderately long focus, gives large, sbarply detailed images of semidistant sub
Jects, and is also especially adapted to informal portraiture. The 13 5-111m. Ektar 
fl3.8 and 153-mm. Ektar fI4.) give successively more pronounced "telephoto" 
effects . Of these two lenses, the fh.8, with its 40 per cent advantage in speed, 
is more easily adaptable to difficult light conditions. On the other hand, the 
f14.5 yields a 15 per cent larger image, and, tbougb not as fast as tbe fl3.8, is a 
highly versatile lens. 

In a word, these special Ektars include lenses for every pbotographic require
ment- normal, wide-angle, telephoto, ultra-speed- all designed and constructed 
for superior performance as integral parts of tbe Kodak Ektra. Their combination 
of exhaustive correction, surface treatment, permanently accurate mounts, and 
simple, precise controls enables them to reach a level of photographic effective
ness and convenience that willmore than satisfy even the most critical of users. 
With tbis group of lenses at his command, the Ektra owner need not give ground, 
on the points of optical equipment, and the photographic quality of his results, 
to any miniature camerist in the world. 

The Ektra Shutter 
WHILE a fine lens, or family of lenses, carries promise of outstanding camera 
performance, the realization of this promise depends largely upon the quality of 
the shutter. For it is the mechanical adjustments and movements of tbe sbutter 
that either provide or fail to provide that exact control of the optical equipment 
that is so important in modern precision picture making. This is particularly true 
of miniature photograpby with its necessarily minute tolerances .. . and applies 
most emphatically of all to miniature full-color work. 

These facts were made guiding principles in designing the shutter for Kodak 
Ektra. The latter's system of interchangeable lenses presupposed a shutter of the 
focal-plane type . Furthermore, full capitalization of these splendid lenses, and 
general adherence to the Ektra concept of superlative results and unlimited 
scope, were contingent upon the designing of a high-speed focal plane shutter 
that could be made more accurate throughout a wide range of speeds, and that 
would stay more accurate under varying operating conditions, than any other 
previously devised. 
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Cutaway rear view of the Ektra's shutter, showing how the aperture is formed by the leading cur
tain (A) and the follower curtain (B); and, at left, the couplings between the dual-purpose lever 
and the shutter-winding and film-advancing mechanisms. 

A shutfer of new design 

The design selected employs a slit which passes across the longer dimension 
of the focal-plane aperture. The slit is formed by an opening between two sepa
rate curtains, and its width- which, of course, governs the extent of exposure 
- is established, not as the shutter is tripped, but before exposure is started. 
The shafts on which the curtains operate are linked with the shutter-speed con
trols atop the camera in such a way that when the setting is made for the desired 
speed the curtains are automatically adjusted to positions that establish a slit of 
precisely proper width. Furthermore, the curtain shafts are immediately and 
positively interlocked, so that the relation between the curtains is maintained 
throughout their passage across the focal plane. This relation compensates for 
acceleration at high speed to give uniform exposure over the entire field-a 
factor that looms large in every picture situation, and that is especially important 
in color photography. 

The Ektra shutter provides ten speeds- r, r/ 2, r/5, 1/ro, 1/25, 1/ 50, r/ 1Oo, 
1/250, 1/ 500, and r/ 1Ooo second- plus "bulb" (time exposures are made with 
the T.B.!. Cable Release NO.1). As an aid to attaining, and maintaining, the high 
accuracy, the main curtain shafts operate in oilless bronze bearings, and the diame-
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ters of both shafts and bearings are beld to extremely close tolerances . By means 
of quantitative light measurement the slits of various widths are checked against 
data representing the corresponding speeds, and are minutely adjusted. Final 
testing operations utiliz;e a scientifically precise photoelectric "scanning" system. 
From tbe beginning of construction to the last of the tests, no precision method 
that modern science can devise is overlooked . Tbe result is highest accuracy, 
under wide ranges of operating conditions. 

Operating features 

This preciseness is combined with convenient, simple operation. For settings 
of 1/25 second or faster, the knurled top of a bandy telescoping knob is raised 
and turned until the selected speed, appearing on a recessed dial, is opposite an 
index mark. Settings for I/ro, 1/5, 1/2, I second, and "bulb" are made by turning 
an adioining auxiliary slow-speed scale. Once the setting has been made, the 
shutter continues to operate at the selected speed until a change is desired . In 
other words, when a series of pictures is to be made at the same speed, there is no 
need of reestablisbing the desired setting for tbe succeeding exposures. 

Tbe shutter mecbanism itself is coupled with the film system of the maga
zine back in such a manner tbat advancing the film automatically winds tbe 
shutter. The shutter cannot be released until the fi lm is fully advanced. This 
arrangement provides positive protection against double exposures. Moreover, 
until the advancing-winding operation is completed, a red signal on the top of 
the camera warns the user that his camera is not prepared for the next picture. 

In the making of sequence pictures, the thumb rapidly performs the advanc
ing-winding operation and a finger of the same hand presses the shutter-release 
button~all w ithout moving the camera from the picture-taking position at eye 
level. Contributing to this smoothness of operation is the absence of shutter 
shock, and of noise that might disturb either subject or operator. 

Setting a separate lever on the camera top provides for delayed action with 
any speed. When this is used, actual exposure takes place after an interval of 
approximately twelve seconds. The shutter release can easily be locked against 
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accidental exposure by a partial turn of the plunger, and when the cap is un
screwed from the top of the plunger, a threaded socket is available for attaching 
the T.B.I. Cable Release or the accessory Flash Synchronizer. 

Universal accuracy 

Easy selection from the wide range of speeds . . . automatic winding .. . 
smooth, quiet exposure ... a carefully worked-out general operating ease .. . 
all these characteristics of the Ektra shutter are highly gratifying to the discrimi
nating photographer. Yet all are subordinate to its accuracy. Precision exposure 
at every speed over every part of the negative. . that is the chief aim, and 
accomplishment, of the Ektra shutter. In the final analysis it is this factor that 
brings the shutter into line with the concept of the world's most distinguished 
camera. 

View Finder 
AN ABSOLUTE requirement with interchangeable lenses of various focal 
lengths is some positive method of ascertaining the fie ld which each one covers 
as a result of its particu lar angle of view. In copying work, and also when a tripod 
is used, this can be done with the aid of a ground glass-and such an accessory 
is available for Kodak Ektra. In general picture taking, however, the use of a 
ground glass is not practicable- hence the Ektra's variable-power view finder. 

A unique finder system 

In several respects this view finder is without parallel. It is the only parallax
correcting, variable-power system built into a camera as an integrally operating 
mechanism. It can be set instantly for the focal length of each of the lenses now 
available and to be offered later, requiring only the addition of minor accessories 
for wide-angle and extreme telephoto work. As the setting of the control dial 
atop the camera is changed for a lens of greater or smaller focal length, objects in 
the field of view change in size accordingly, but in every case the entire view 
finder frame is utilized. When, for instance, the finder is adjusted for a lens of 
longer focus, the finder frame is not reduced by mechanical masking to indicate 
the more restricted field; on the contrary, the image is magnified optically to fill 
the full original frame. This feature, especially valuable in telephoto work, is 
illustrated on the opposite page. The view-determining lenses which govern the 
action are shown in the detailed illustration of the system on page 16. 

When the camera is in use, this action is accompanied by another. As the 
lens is focused, the cam which controls the range-finder system also actuates a 
second cam- a part of the view-finder assembly and the connecting link between 
the two systems. This cam controls a movable lens which, operating in a vertical 
plane, compensates for the separation between the axes of the view finder and 
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KODAK EKTRA'S VARIABLE

POWER VIEW FINDER is con

trolled by this dial on the top of 

the cam era. As th e dial is turned 

to the figure representing the fo

cal length of the lens used-in 

the illustration a 50-mm. lens

the optical system of the finder 

changes th e angl e it covers , and 

its magnification , to correspond 

with the angl e and magnification 

of the lens itself . The illustra

tions below show how a typical 

scene appears , from the same 

point, as the finder is adjusted for 

the various lenses for th e Ek'ra . 

~-----------------~~--------------~, r 1 

3S-mm . Wide- Angle l e ns 
(adjustment with aid of 

wide-angle finder lens) 

SO-mm . Lens 

90-mm . l e ns 

13 5 -mm . Le ns 

153-mm. Lens 

2S4-mm. f / 4.5 l e ns 
(not y e t available ) 

PARALLAX CORRECTION is accomplishe d 

automatically-at all the various magnifica

tions and angles-and the subject as seen 

through the finder pre sents the fi e ld covered 

by the taking lens with respe ct to displace

ment, as well as to are a and scale . 

Left: Th e Eklro 's parallax-cor

rected finder shows the sub. 

jectas itwill be photographed. 

Right: If the find er w ere not 

corrected for parallax the 

subj e ct would b e photo 

graph ed with approximate ly 

th is vertical displace m ent. 
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the taking lens. The result is accurate automatic parallax correction for all 
distances within the normal focusing ranges of the various lenses . 

Exceptional sighting efficiency 

This double coupling of the two systems delineates with great precision the 
field being covered with any of the lenses at any normal picture-making distance 
. .. a field established in scope by the view-determining lenses, and corrected for 
parallax by the special compensating device Just described. But still another 
element is introduced as an aid to the Ektra user. By means of a milled ring he can 
quickly adjust the view-finder eyepiece to his individual vision , to get the 
clearest possible image. The view-finder system has large "eye relief," so that 
neither this adjustment nor the wearing of spectacles changes the view. 

With the finder control properly set, and the eyepiece adjusted to his vision, 
the user does not need to make allowances, or use masks, or follow guide lines in 
the finder field, or content himself with a tiny image of a distant subject. He can 
see clearly, instantly, certainly, what his picture will include, regardless of the 
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lens in use and the distance. Kodak Ektra makes this possible for the first time 
outside the reflex-camera field. A camera with all of the essential "extras" built in, 
it has none of greater interest or importance than this remarkable finder system. 

Range Finder 
IT IS impossible to derive fu ll benefit from a CClll1era engineered for high precision 
unless that precision extends to such operating equipment as its range finder. 
This fact was not lost sight of in designing the coupled range finder for Kodak 
Ektra . As finally evolved, it functions more easily, more positively, and under 
more widely varying conditions than any other built-in range finder. 

A highly advanced range finder 

The design is based on the well-known split-field principle. The optical 
system splits the image horizontally into halves, and these half-images are obtained 
through separate windows at either end of the camera. W hen the Ektra is aimed 

Collective 
lens 

Focusing knob 

View-finder 
window 

receptor 

Parallax-
Vision

compensating 
lens 

Coupling betwe.en 
range finder 

and interchangeable Jenses 

Vision-compensating 
control 



at a subject not in focus, the halves, as seen through the range-finder eyepiece, 
are laterally offset ... the corresponding parts of the subject image out of align
ment. As the range finder is operated, the upper half of the image, reflected by a 
stationary end prism at the left end of the camera, remains in fixed position. The 
lower half, however, moves to right or left as the mechanism actuates a movable 
triangulating prism at the other end of the camera. When the halves have been 
brought into alignment, the subject is in focus. 

One advantage of this design is that the sharply split halves of the image 
can be seen in almost any light, permitting accurate focusing in many cases where 
other types of range finders fail. This is the same costly but highly efficient 
design, which, because of its accuracy, is used on surveying instruments and on 
military range-finding equipment. Furthermore, the accuracy of any range finder 
involving triangulation depends upon the length of its base, and the base of the 
Ektra finder- 4Ys inches- is longer than any heretofore attained in built-in 
miniature-camera focusing equipment 

When you inspect Kodak Ektra, you will find that the range finder has an 
eyepiece, or sight, of its own, located only one-fourth inch from the view finder. 
This separate eyepiece permits the use of a magnified image. Viewed through the 
Ektra range finder, the subject is 1.6 times as large as the naked eye sees it ... an 
important additional step toward hairline focusing . 

One other feature aids in the same direction. By turning a simple control 
dial on the camera top, the user can quickly adjust the range finder to his indi
vidual vision to get the sharpest possible image. This de luxe accessory function, 
like so many other Ektra features, is built directly into the camera. 

Automatic focusing of unmatched accuracy 

Combining the critical registering characteristics of the military-type split
field triangulation principle, an unprecedentedly long base, separate eyepiece 

with an image magnified more than one 
and one-half times, accommodation for 
the individual user 's vision, and usa
bility in poor light, the Kodak Ektra 
range finder affords the most precise au
tomatic focusing available on any cam
era. Coupling automatically with any of 
the interchangeable lenses available for 
the Ektra, without fitting or adjust
ment, it likewise does its share toward 
capitalizing those lenses to the full. Thus 
it contributes brilliantly to the excep
tional capability maintained throughout 
the Kodak Ektra. 
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MILITARY-TYPE DESIGN OF THE EKTRA RANGE FINDER 

SUBJECT 

The small rectangle outlined in 
white represents the part of the fi el d 

cove re d by taking lens and view 

find e r that is chosen for critical fo

cus i ng with the range finder. 

He re the halves are out of alignment 

because the le ns is focused for a 

distance greate r than that from the 

camera to the subject. 

MOVABLE 

TRIANGULA TING 

END PRISM 

The halves of the image, as seen 

through the range find e r, are split 

and out of alignment h e re as the 

lens is focu sed for a di s tance shorte r 

than that from camera to subject . 

Whe n the halves of the image have 

been brought into register, as the y 

appe ar here, the lens is in exact fo

cus for the subject . 



Interchangeable Magazine Backs 
IN MANY respects the most arresting exclusive feature of Kodak Ektra is the 
provision for the use of interchangeable magazine backs ... an advance offered 
by no other miniature camera. These backs make the Ektra a unique "multi-film" 
camera. T ogether with the interchangeable lenses, they place at the user's 
disposal not only a practically limitless picture-making scope, but also unequalled 
facility in meeting tbe requirements of varied picture situations. 

Specifically, they permit the use of eight different Kodak films interchange
ably . After making several exposures on Kodak Plus-X Film, for example, the 
user may remove the entire back and replace it with one loaded with Kodak 
Panatomic-X, Super-XX, Kodachrome, T ype A Kodachrome, Infra-Red, Micro
File, or Direct Positive Film. He can have at hand as many backs as he desires, 
cbanging them, as bis needs dictate, without the loss of a single frame of fi lm. 

The operation of changing from one back to another is a matter of seconds. 
A slide at tbe bottom joint of body and back is sbifted , two lock nuts are loosened, 
and tbe back lifts off, to be replaced Just as quickly by tbe alternate . The action 
of shifting the slide on the bottom automatically moves a metal dark slide that 
closes the fi lm cbamber, thus providing it with a lighttight covering before the 
back can be removed, and leaving the film in place for later exposure. 

Complete, independent film systems 

Each magazine back is constructed as a self-contained unit, equipped witb a 
complete film system. A cover, hinged at the bottom, opens easily for loading 
and unloading. Inside it are a recess for the fi lm magazine and another fitted witb 
the permanent take-up spool. The core of this spool has, in addition to the con-
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Shutler-winding 
mechanism 
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ventional slot for inserting the film leader, a projecting lip to which the film is 
hooked by one of its perforations to insure positive threading. Knurled flanges 
on the take-up spool simplify winding up slack leader. The film passes over 
smooth-surfaced tracks, and, when the cover is closed, is held in minute register 
in the focal plane by a mirror-like chrome-finished pressure plate. At the same time 
a pair of positive guides take their positions on the outside film margins, adjacent 
to carefully machined sprockets. The guides assure proper engagement of the 
film by the sprockets, and remove all danger of slippage over the teeth. 

With the closed cover held by a dependable slide-and-turn latch, the Ektra 
user winds the film by means of the magazine back's integral rapid film advance, 
which is actuated by a large, easy-to-use swing lever. This cannot be operated 
until the back is in position, so that no film can be wasted. Two full strokes 
advance the film one frame and wind the shutter. This arrangement prevents 
double exposures, since the shutter-release plunger cannot be depressed until the 
film has been fully advanced. Double exposures for "trick" effects can, however, 
be made by a special procedure explained in the instruction manual. 

Devices for effective functioning 

Progress of the film is easily verified by means of a red signal set in a polished 
reflecting cup on the magazine back. Pulsating several times at every stroke of the 
advancing lever, it supplies a visible check on the functioning of the mechanism. 
It also operates as the film is being rewound into the magazine, cessation of the 

Take-up 
k nurl ings 
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At left, Dual-purpose lever, two short strokes of which wind the shutler and advance the fllm to 
the next exposure . Center: Film- movement indicator on the back of the camera indicates the move
me nt of film during advancing or rewinding _ Right: Rapid rewind crank, which folds flat aga inst 
the bottom of the cam era when not in use, makes film rewinding easy and quick. 

pulse indicating that the rewinding is complete and that the back cover can 
safely be opened to remove the exposed fi lm. By stopping the rewinding opera
tion as soon as the pulse ceases, the user can avoid drawing the leader completely 
into the magazine- an important point if he intends to develop the film in a 
daylight-loading tank. 

The rewinding itself is controlled by a folding crank on the bottom of the 
back. When extended to operating position it simultaneously engages the core 
of the film magazine and, by means of an associated de-clutching bar, disengages 
the film-advancing mechanism and take-up spool, permitting free, fast rewinding. 

T wo notably convenient devices complete the interchangeable back. On 
the bottom, opposite the rewind lever , is a countersunk, numbered dial, which 
can be hand-set to the exposure number- as registered by the automatic exposure 
counter on the camera top- before the back is removed. When the back is 
returned to the camera, the automatic counter is reset to the number shown on 
the exposure-record dial. Thus is provided a simple, accurate record of unused 
fi lm. But a record of the type of film in the magazine is also important . This is 
supplied by a dial on the hinged cover. On it appear the names of all the Kodak 
Films with which the Ektra loads, and a turn of the dial brings the proper one 
opposite a recording index mark. 

Typical Ektra precision 

The great flexibility which the magazine backs give the Ektra is obvious. 
Yet without precision this flexibility would be useless. Each back is therefore 
constructed as carefully as the camera itself. Furthermore, four minutely gauged 
abutments inside the back, matched by corresponding ones in the camera, 
establish accurate contact points between the two. They provide the precision 
bases necessary to insure proper location of the film, and exact coordination in 
general between body and back. Each back is painstakingly checked with the 
particular camera with which it is to be used, and all extra backs for that cam
era are fitted to it either at the factory or at a Kodak branch. 
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OPERATION 
THE foregoing pages have 
stressed chiefly the unre
stricted p i cture-making 
range and critical exactness 
of Kodak Ektra. A th ird basic 
element which the user has 
a right to expect in such a 
camera is utmost conven
ience and ease of manipula
tion ... maximum possible 
operating facility. The Ektra 
has been planned and built 
with this third and complet
ing fundamental in mind, 
and some references to it 
have previously been made. 
Here the composite result is 
demonstrated. 

\. 

DIAPHRAGM SETTING 

PRELIMINARY FOCUSING 

CRITICAL FOCUSING 

SHUTTER-SPEED SETTING 

SHUTTER RELEASE 

DELAYED ACTION 

FILM ADVANCING 

SHUTTER WINDING 

~ 
Action 

Picture making with the Ektra follows a new, rhythmic operating cycle. 
The carefully designed main operating controls are so grouped as to be at the 
finger tips of one hand, the other hand being free for holding the camera firmly. 
The operating hand quickly adjusts the aperture by means of corrugated controls 
on the diaphragm sleeve. A turn of a prominently milled ring gives approximate 
focus, and the thumb completes the operation by activating the focusing knob . 
Instantaneous and retard shutter speed dials are located side by side on the 
operating end of the camera. The index finger falls naturally on the adjacent 
shutter release button. W hen the user wishes to include himself in the picture, 
one thrust with the thumb of the operating hand starts the delayed-action shut
ter mechanism. 

Film advancing and shutter winding are accomplished with similar efficiency. 
Two thumb strokes of the combination le\'er complete the operation, and in a 
situation demanding a quick series of exposures this action is simply alternated 
with the tripping of the shutter, without moving the camera from the eye. 



DIAPHRAGM SCALE 

FOCUSING SCALE 

INFRARED INDEX 

DEPTH-OF-FIELD SCALE 

EXPOSURE COUNTER 

FIELD SELECTOR 

SHUTTER-SPEED SCALES 

SHUTTER SIGNAL 

FILM-MOVEMENT PULSE 

FILM-TYPE INDICATOR 

~ 
Visibility 

Besides optimum control of operative action, the Ektra provides complete 
operative visibility . .. the instant ability to verify performance of operations 
and correctness of settings. All operating scales, dials, special index marks, and 
signals can be seen from above- those on the lenses as well as those atop the 
camera- and visible at the same time are the film-movement indicator and film
type record on the back. 

The significance of this concentration of data can best be appreciated in 
connection with the operative action. Adjustment, operation, checking ... all 
can be accomplished without changing one's grip on the camera, and without 
turning or twisting it at awkward angles. There is no lost motion ... no lost 
time .. . no undue diversion of attention from the subject. 

Without this operating facility, the design of the camera would have fallen 
short of its goal. With it, Kodak Ektra becomes instantly and surely responsive 
to the user 's wishes ... fully capitaliz.es its splendid equipment .. . and ranks 
indeed as the world's most distinguished camera. 
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Kodak Ektra Accessories 

HIGH·LOW ANGLE FINDER is a reflecting, 
magnifying view finder which fits the Ektra's 
universal accessory bracket. Enables user to 
hold camera at arm's length-right side up or 
reversed-and shoot over the heads of a 
crowd. Also useful fo r making horizontal pic
tu res below eye level. 

CLOSE RANGE AND VIEW FINDER fi ts into 
the accessor y bracket and provides focusing 
and parallax-corrected viewing for distances 
from 3 y, to I y, feet with the 50 -0101. fl1.9 
lens, and from 1 ).5 feet down to 10 ).5 inches 
with the 50-mm. fl I .9 lens and the Portra 3 + 
supplementar y lens. 

RIGHT·ANGLE FINDER also fits into the 
Ektra's uni\'ersal accessory bracket and makes 
it possible for the user to take pictures at a 
right angle to his line of sight. This finder is 
usable also as a reflecting view finder for 
vertical pictures of subjects situated below 
eye level. 

GROUND·GLASS BACK takes the place of 
the magazine film back, and provides a hooded 
ground-glass foc using and composing panel 
in the exact foca l plane, with a viewing 
magnifier for critical focusi ng. Useful in still 
life, copying, macrophotography, and photo
micrography. 



TRIPOD CLEARANCE HEAD is highly con
ven ien t when Ektra is to be used on a tripod . 
Raises the camera high enough above any 
standard tripod head to permit opening 
hinged cover of the interchangeable back for 
loading or unload ing. Also facilitates substi
tution of ground-glass back, or interchange
able back containing film of a type different 
from that just used. In add ition, clearance 
provided by the head makes for generall y 
convenient operation of the camera. 

COMBINATION LENS ATTACHMENTS Wide 
range available : Kodak Pola-Screen, lens 
hood, supplementary lenses, and grea t variety 
of unmounted Wratten filte rs. With aid of 
necessary rings, one set of attachments can 
be used interchangeably with any of lenses 
available for Kodak Ektra. 

FLASH SYNCHRONIZER Can be quickly 
attached to the Ektra's accessory bracket. 
Single cable connection to shutter release. 
Synchroni,ed for all shutter speeds from 1/ 50 
to 1/ 1000. Height of ellipsoidal reflector 
adjustable for No. 30 or 31 Photoflash lamps, 
,,·hich are ejected by new-type rapid ejector. 
Separate lever-controlled lamp to illuminate 
camera controls when desired. Molded bat
tery case takes three pen-size pocket flashlight 
batteries (not supplied). 

COMBINA TION CARRYING CASE, of fine 
quality brown cowhide, is designed to accept 
Kodak Ektra with 35- or 50-mm. lens and lens 
attachments in posi tion (or 90-mm. lens 
without attachments) . Has compartments for 
an extra magazine back, two extra fi lm car
tons, and separate lens attachment units. 



Ektra Photography 

_ 50-mm. f/l .9 Kodak Ektor lens, Kodak 

Super-XX Film, 1/100 at f/3.5. 



Above : - 135-mm. (/3.8 Kodak Ektar lens, 

Kodak Plus-X Film, 1/1000 at (/4.5. 

Below : -50-mm. (/1.9 Kodak Ektar lens, K2 

filter, Kodak Panatomic-X Film, 1/500 at (/2.8. 



-90-mm. f/3 .5 Kodak Ektar le ns , 

Kodak Plus-X Film , 1/500 at f/5.6. 



Ahove:- 35-mm . f/3 .3 Kodak Ektar le ns, K2 

filter, Kodak Pa natomic-X Film , 1/100 at f/5 .6 . 

Be/ow:-90-mm . f/3 .5 Kodak Ektar lens, 

Kodak Panatomic-X Film, 1/100 at f/8 . 



The quality of the Ektra's 
results is particularly 
evident in Kodachrome 
where its highly correct
ed, treated lenses pro
duce transparencies un
equalled in color bril
liance and purity. 

Exposure data: Sailboat, 50-mm. 
lens, 1/250 at f/4 ; Girl with 
blossoms, 90-mm . lens, 1/50 at 
f/5 .6 ; The Rockettes, Radio City 
Music Hall, 50-mm . lens, 1/25 at 
f/1.9, stage lighting (on Type A 
Kodachrome) ; Indian , 50-mm. 
lens, 1/50 at f/8 ; Child, 90-mm. 
lens, 1/100 at f/5 .6. 





For Use with Kodak Ektra 
THERE are definite relations--optical, physi
cal, chemical, and structural- between the 
various elements of photography, from the 
camera, lenses, filters, films, developers, through 
to the finished prints and projected color 
transparencies . Kodak Ektra was designed and 
built with relation to a complete line of asso
ciated Kodak products which complement each 
other for the finest possible results. 

Here are the films for the Ektra, and a brief 
review of a few of its companion products. 

KODAK PLUS-X FILM is the all-round film for 
the Ektra. It combines extra speed with fine
ness of grain. is panchromatic, has antihala
tion base, and is recommended for general use. 

KODAK PANATOMIC-X FILM has microscopi
cally fine grain . .. ample speed; is panchro
matic, has antihalation base, and is particularly 
recommended for the Ektra when great en
largement is intended or when extreme detail 
or texture is desired. 

KODAK SUPER-XX FILM is the fastest Kodak 
roll film ... is panchromatic, has antihalation 
base, and is recommended for use with poor 
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light conditions indoors or outdoors, ",·ith the 
Ektra's high shutter speeds, and with its 
Flash Synchronizer. 

KODAK DIRECT POSITIVE FILM is a reversal 
film, designed for making black-and-white posi
tive projection transparencies. Extremely fine
grained, panchromatic, and with good contrast, 
for use outdoors, or indoors with art ificial light. 

KODAK INFRA-RED FILM records infrared 
radiations and is useful for distant landscapes, 
medical, documentary, and scientific photog
raphy and photomicrography. 

KODAK MICRO-FILE FILM is an extremely fine
grained (resolving power, 130 lines per milli
meter), high-contrast, panchromatic fil m de
signed especially for microphotography. 

KODACHROME FILM is the film that brought 
color to miniature photography. Available in 
two emulsions- regular, for daylight , and 
Type A, for artificial light. Used like black-and
white film, processed by an Eastman laboratory, 
returned mounted as Kodaslides, ready for 
projection. Typical results with Kodak Ektra 
are shown on the two preceding pages. 



KODAK TABLE TOP TRIPOD COMBINATION consists of 
three duralumin units-usable separately, or in the com
bination illustrated. The Kodak T able Top Tripod is a 
sturdy, rubber-tipped tripod for using the Ektra on a table 
or for low-level shots from the floor. Kodak Pan-a-Pod 
can be used with any standard tripod , provides a smooth, 
steady-swinging panoraming head indexed at IO-degree 
intervals, with a locking screw which secures it in any 
position. Kodak Tilt-a-Pod provides a tilting head with 
which the Ektra can be tilted and locked at any angle; also 
provides clearance for loading or changing maga.ine backs. 
The complete assembly forms an extremely adaptable sup
port for picture making with the Ektra. 

KODAFLECTOR SENIOR is a new flexible lighting unit for 
indoor work in black and white or Kodachrome. It accom
modates two No. lor No. "Photofloods and has provision 
for a third. Reflectors are reversible, with one side sand
blasted in center for difFuse light; the other polished for 
specular light. For varying angle of illumination, reflector 
units can be positioned together or five feet apart- from 
(loor level up to 7; 2 feet---or each reflector removed from 
stand. Sturdy nickel-plated support can be ta.ken apart . 
legs are removable from base casting ... reflectors are flat 
when detached ... for packing into suitcase-type case for 
carrying or storing. Available accessories include extra 
reflector assembly, ail-over diffusers, and control switch. 

KODAK DAY-LOAD TANK, an ingenious, new, completely 
light-trapped tank, makes possible the finishing of 35-mm. 
films in magazines-such as those ava ilable for the Ektra 
-with new convenience. The maga.ine is inserted. 
film is automatically wound on spiral reel as a knob is 
turned . . . solutions are quickly poured in and emptied as 
tank is air-vented ... reel is agitated and temperature 
checked-all simply and easily and in daylight, as the 
tank is absolutely lighttight. Reel is attached to top; 
there are no loose parts; all metal parts are of sta inless 
steel; case is durable, acid-proof plastic, with built-in 
knife for cutt ing 61111 end from mag;l:ine. 

KODAK PORTABLE MIN IATURE ENLARGER is a quality 
instrument designed solely for making fine enlargements 
from 35-mm. and Bantam negatives. Molded head veith 
triple condenser, No. 113 pharo enlarger lamp, is supported 
by cast aluminum bracket which sl ides on vertical steel 
column. Three accurate, sharp-cutting, specially corrected 
projection lenses are avaIlable, providing from" y, to 9 
diameters on baseboard, greater enlargement on wall or 
floor. The enlarger, complete with baseboard and upright, 
can be dismantled and packed into Carryall Case which 
has space also for camera, film, film tank, chemicals, and 
accessories- for storage in small space or carrying on trips. 
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KODAK PRECISION ENLARGER "teams up" with the 
Ektra to make finest possible enlargements from its nega
tives, and color-separation negatives from its Kodachrome 
transparencies ... even to supplement its picture-making 
scope. Kodak Ektra's 50-0101. lenses can be used on the 
enlarger, yield ing highly satisfactory results. For critical 
work, the Ektra owner can use the Kodak Projection 
Ektars supplied as parts of the Precision Enlarger program 
of interchangeable apparatus . Additional elements equip 
him completely for copying, microfi lming, photomicrogra
phy, titling. Others form a double-extension-bellows cam
era for :1 .J.. x 3 .J.. negatives. And if, while extending his 
equipment, the user has up to this point been enlarging 
only from 35-mm . Ektra negatives, with an Ektra lens, he 
can adapt his outfit for enlargements from the :1 y. x 3 ).: 
negatives with an additional condenser and lens. Ask your 
dealer for special booklet on Kodak Precision Enlarger. 

KODABROMIDE PAPER (formerly called Kodabrom) is 
especial! y recommended for general enlarging from the 
Ektra's negatives-and for exhibition prints when bril
liant, rich blacks are desired-particularly because of its 
availability in four degrees of contrast for selective work 
from negatives differing in contrast, its long scale of tones, 
wide latitude in exposure and development, and its physi
cally hardened emulsion. For progressively warmer tones, 
Vita va Projection Paper, available in two contrast grades, 
Vitava Opal Paper and Kodalure Paper, each available in 
one contrast, are recommended. 

KODAK DEVELOPERS, especially formulated with rela
tion to Kodak's film and paper emulsions, and compounded 
under rigid laboratory control, are particularl y important 
"companion" products in obtaining finest possible nega
tives and prints with the Ektra. Kodak Developer D-76 
is recommended for the Ektra's negatives because of its 
long-gradation scale and speed-realizing results. Kodak 
Fine Grain Developer DK-:1o is recommended fo r produc
ing negatives of extremely fine grain within normal devel
opment times, with minimum effect on emulsion speeds . 

KODASLIDE PROJECTOR, MODEL 2, projects, brill iantly 
and convenien tly, the Ektra's mounted Kodachrome 
transparencies and black-and-white positives. Its high
efficiency lamp, reflector, condensers, and good projec
tion lens provide excellent illumination and definition with 
minimum bulk and weight . Semiautomatic showings of as 
many as 50 Kodaslides are possible with Kodaslide 
Changer, illustrated in position on projector. It holds, 
feeds, and removes the slides, in order , as the plunger is 
pushed-a shutter blanking out the screen as each slide 
is changed . 
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- 35-mm. f/3 .3 Kodak Ektar lens, K2 filter, 

Kodak Panatomic-X Film, 1/250 at f/4. 



Schillings 
329 South Lafayette Blvd. 

SOUTH BEND, IND. 



Prices 
Kodak Ektra, its lenses, accessories, and 

related products 

(All prices subiect to change without notice) 

KODAK EKTRA 

with Kodak Ektar ' / 1.9 50-mm . Lens ..........•........................ .. $300.00 

with Kodak Ektar ' / 3 .5 50-mm. Lens . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 235.00 

with Kodak Ektar ' / 3 .3 35-mm. Lens and extra view finder lens . . . . . . . . . . . .. 243.00 

with Kodak Ektar ' / 3.5 90-mm . Lens. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 260.00 

with Kodak Telephoto Ektar '/3.8 135-mm. Lens. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .. 305.00 

with Kodak Telephoto Ektar ' / 4 .5 153-mm. Lens . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .. 325.00 

LENSES 

Kodak Ektar ' / 1.9 50-mm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 125 .00 

Kodak Ektar ' / 3 .5 50-mm.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60.00 

Kodak Ektar ' / 3 .3 35-mm . with extra view finder lens . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68 .00 

Kodak Ektar ' /3.5 90-mm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85.00 

Kodak Telephoto Ektar ' / 3 .8 135-mm.. . . .. ... • ...... ..... .... . . . .. . .... . 130.00 

Kodak Te lephoto Ektar ' / 4 .5 153-mm.. . . .. ... •. .. .. . . . •. . . .. . .. . . ....... 150.00 

ACCESSORIES 

Interchangeable Magazine Backs for Kodak Ektra, each .... . ........... .. . . 

Ground-Glass Focusing Back for Kodak Ektra, with T.B .I. Cable Release No . 1 

Kodak High-Low Angle Finder . . . ............ ... ..... . ... .......... .... . 

Kodak Right-Angle Finder .............. .. . ... . . . . ................. . .. . 

Kodak Tripod Cl e arance Head ..... . ..... ..... . .. . •. .... . . • ............. 

Kodak T.B.1. Cable Release No . 1 . ... . .. •. ....... . ... . . .. . . .....•.. . .... 

Flash Synchronizer for Kodak Ektra . ... .... . . . ......... .. . .....•........ 

Combination Carrying Case .......................... . ... ....... .... .. . 

Close Range and View Finder ................................ . .. ... ... . 

Kodak Combination Lens Attachments : 

Series VI, No. 24 Adapter Ring for Kodak Ektar f / 1.9 50·mm. Le ns ....... . 

Series VI, No. 25 Adapter Ring for Kodak Ektar f / 3.5 50·mm. Lens . .....• . 

Series VI, No. 26 Adapter Ring for Kodak Ektar f /3. 5 35-mm. Lens ..... . . . 

Series V-VI Step-Up Ring for Kodak Ektar 1/ 3.5 90-mm. Lens . . .......... . 

55.00 

25 .00 

15 .00 

10.00 

1.25 

1.00 

17.50 

15.00 

40.00 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00 



Series VI lens Hood ...... .. ................ •. .. .. .... . ...... . . .. .... 

Series VI Retaining Ring .. .. . . •.•.•. •. •.. .. ....... •...•. ....•...... 

Series VI Filters (Unmounted): 

Wrallen K2 (yellow) .... . .. . . ...........•. . .. . .. . .. ...... ....... 

Wrallen A (Red) ......•.. ... . . . .... . .... . .. .. .. ...... ..... ... .. 

Wrallen B (Green) . . ... .. ........ • .. .... • .............. ........ 

Wrallen C-5 (Blue) . .. ... . ...... . •. . . . ....... . . . ....... . .•• . .. .. 

Wrallen G (Deep Yellow) ...................................... . 

Wrallen X-l (light Green) .. •.... . ................... . .... ... .... 

Wrallen X-2 (Green) .....•.................... •.. ...•.. ... .. ... 

Kodachrome Haze Filter ....•.................................... 

Kodachrome Filter for Photoflood .........•....... . ......... . ....... 

Type A Kodachrome Filter for Daylight ..... .... ... .......... ..... ... . 

Series VI Diffusion Disks: 

Kodak Portrait Diffusion Disk .. .......•.... ............... .... . ..... 

Kodak Pictorial Diffusion Disk . ....•.... . ... . . . ... .• . ......... ..... .. 

Series VI Supplementary lenses: 

Kodak Partra 1 + ................................ .. .......... . 
Kadak Portra 2 + .. .. ..... ..... .... ...... ....... ........ ...... . 
Kodak Portra 3 + ................ ........ .... ........... ...... . 
Kadak Telek 2 - ................•. . ... . •. ... . .......... ...... . 

Kodak Telek 3 - ... . . . ...... .... . . . .•.... .. .. ... ......... . . ... 

Kodak Pola-Screen, Series VI .......... .... ............... .. . . . . .... . .. . 

Kodak Pola-Screen Viewer ....... . . . . . ..•• . ...............•....... . .•.. 

KODAK FILM (No. 135) 

Kodak Plus-X Film, 18 exposures .....•... . ... • . .. . . . • . ...............•. 

36 exposures ............ . . . . ..... .. ... . ........... . 

Kodak Super-XX Film, 18 exposures .. ...... . .•. ..... . •. ..... . . • ......... 

36 exposures .........•...... . .... .............. . . 

Kodak Panatomic-X Film, 18 exposures ...... ... ... .. . . . . .... .. ... .. .. .. . 

36 exposures .•. . ..... . .. . ....... ... .. ......... 

Kodak Micro-File Film, 36 exposures ... ..... . ......... . ... . •.. .......... 

Kodachrome Film, Regular, 18 exposures . ... . ....... . ... .. .. . .. .. .... . • . 

Kodachrome Film, Type A, 18 exposures ........... •... ..............•.. 

Kodak Infra-Red Film, 36 exposures ...... ... • . ..... • . . ...... .. .... .... .. 

Kodak Direct Positive Film, 36 exposures . ... ... . . .. . ................... . 

PAPER 
S. W. 

Kodabromide, Vitava Projection, and Vitava Opal: 1 doz. 

5 X 7 ................ .... . ....... . .. ...... ... . . .. . . . $ .35 

8 x 10 ............................... ... . ........... . .75 

11 x 14 ..................................... ........ .. 1.40 

14 x 17 ....... .. .. ..... ................ .... ....... . •.• 2 .10 

$ 1.75 

.85 

1.75 

1.75 

1.75 

1.75 

1.75 

1.75 

1.75 

1.75 

1.75 

1.75 

2.25 

4 .50 

2 .00 

2.00 

2 .00 

2 .00 

2.00 

11 .00 

6.00 

.60 

.95 

.60 

.95 

.60 

.95 

.85 

2.50 

2 .50 

1.20 

1.25 

D.W. 
1 doz . 

$ .45 

.95 

1.75 

2 .65 



DEVELOPERS (sufficient to prepare one quart): 

Kodak DK-20 Fine Grain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ .50 

Kodak 0-52 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .22 

Kodak 0-72. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .25 

Kodak 0 -76 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .25 

RELATED PRODUCTS 

Kodaflector Sen ior ... .. . . . . .............. . .. ... . .• . .. . .... .. . . ... . •• . . . 

Kodak Day-Load Tank .. . . .......... .... . . .. . . .• . . .. . .......... . .•. . • . • 

Kadak Portable Miniature Enlarger: 

without lens or Carryall Case . . ... .. . .. . ..•... .. . • .. . ... .... • . ... .. . 

with 2·inch f / 6.3 Lens and Case .. .. .. • ... ... ... .. . ... ... .... .. . ..• • 

with 2-inch f /4.5 Lens and Case . .. . ... .. . . .. . . . .. . ... . . . . . . . .. . .. . • 

Kodak Precision Enlarger, A Assembly- includes Stand Assembly, Bellows 

Assembly A, Condenser Head A with No . 2 Condenser A (for 35-mm. 

negatives), lamp, Glassless Negative Carrier A-without lens . ..... . 

2-inch f / 4.5 Kodak Projection Anastigmat Lens . . .. . .. .... . ....... ... . • 

2-inch f / 4.5 Kodak Projection Ektar Lens .. ... . .... . .. . . .. . ... . .. . . .. . . 

Til ting Lens Mount . ...... .. . . . .. . . . .. . ..•. . . . .. . .. . ... . . ..... .. •• • 

Adapter Ring No. 2 (for Tilting Lens Mount) .. •. .. . . •......... . .. .. .. .• 

Kodak Masking Paper Board ...................... . . .. .. ... • . •••• • 

Tilting Legs (set of 3, for Kodak Masking Paper Board) . . . ... . ..... ... .• 

Glassless Negative Carrier A .. .... . ....................• . . .. . .. •.• • 

Kodachrome Transparency Holder A ........ . . .. ............... .. . ..• 

Tricolor Filter Holder with Gelatin Film Fi lters .. .•. • . . ......• ..... ...••• 

Camera Back Adapter A (for 2 '/4 x 3 '/4 Kodak Holder) . .. . . .. .. .. ....••• 

Ground-Glass Focusing Back A . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . ... ... .. .... •• • 

Kodak Table-Top Tripod Combination .. . . . . ..... ... .... . . . . ... .. .. .... . _. 

Kodak Table-Top Tripod . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . ... . ... ... . ............. . •• • 

Kodak P"n-a-pod ...... . . .. . . . .. .. .... .. .. . . .. ... . .. .. ... .. • . . . . . _. 

Kodak Tilt-a-pod . ....... . ... . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .... • . . .. .... .... . .. . ..•• 

Kodaslide Projector, Modell ......... .. ... . .... . • • .... ... . .. .. . . .. ...•• 

Projecto Case for Kodaslide Projector, Modell .. ..... . . . . . .. .... ••• •• 

Slide Carrier for Kodaslide Projector, Modell ..... .. . . . .. ...•.•• •• • •• 

Kodaslide Projector, Model 2: 

with 5-inch f / 3.5 Lens ......... .. • . . . .. . • •..... . . .... . . .. .....•••• • 

with 7 Yo-inch f /4 .5 Lens ......... . . . .. . .. . . . ........ .. .. . . . .. • • ..•• 

Combination Case for Kodaslide Projector, Model 2 . .... .. . .....• ••.••• 

Kodas lide Changer .... ....... . . . . ..... . .. . .... . . .. . ... ... ..•. ••••• 

Kodaslide Compartment File (for Kodaslides or 2 x 2 glass slides) . ..•... • .. 

Kodaslide Sequence File (for Kodaslides or 2 x 2 glass slides) .. .. .... . . . . . 

Kodak Min iflle Box (for miniature negatives) ... . . . .... . . ... .......... ... . 

12.00 

6 .95 

27.50 

42.50 

50.00 

67.50 

15.00 

25 .00 

10.00 

1.25 

15.00 

6.50 

4.00 

10.00 

5.00 

10.00 

2 .00 

7 .00 

1.75 

3.00 

2 .50 

18.50 

4.00 

1.75 

33 .50 

52.00 

8.00 

12.00 

4 .50 

2.00 

4 .50 

1-41 
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